CHAPTER THREE

The Divine Plan

For you to be an effictive member of the Planetary Commission, you should understand your role in the implementation of the Divine Plan . . . for yourself . . . and for all
mankind. And with this understanding will come a great
sense of purpose, a stirring to action, an activation of your
will to be a part of the co-creation. Yes, the salvation of the
world does depend on you, for you are a part of the whole,
and the whole would not be complete without you!
It is suggested that you purchase a spiral-bound notebook,
which will serve as the Journal of your Divine Plan. Your Journal should be separated into four sections titled: ( I ) My lessons to learn in this lifetime. ( 2 ) Lessons I have already
learned, (3) An inventory of my special gifts and talents, and
(4) My life program. Each section will represent a part of your
Master Plan for this particular lifetime. Now let's talk about
the basic purpose of the Plan.
To plan something means to conceive, to think out, to
make arrangements for - and the sum total of the conceiving,
the thinking, and the arranging constitutes the PLAN.
Accordingly, we can see that the Divine Phn is the Strategy
and the Blueprint for each individual man and woman, for
the entire human race, and for the planet itself, as conceived
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by the Infinite Thinker. In essence, we're talking about the
Willof God, and if we think of that Will as the Cosmic Urge
to express infinite Good-for-all, we begin to sense the absolute magnificence of the Plan.
We only have to look at the nature of God to see the nature
of the Plan. It must encompass infinite peace and harmony,
breathtaking beauty. everywhere present unconditional love,
overflowing abundance, radiant perfection in mind and
body, a true place of total fulfillment for each individual,
unlimited joy and perfect order, and the ability of each
Divine Expression of this Infinite Mind to co-create with wisdom and understanding in revealing God's Kingdom on
Earth.
In defining the purpose of the Plan, let's recall that we
have lost our awareness, understanding and knowledge of
ourselves as perfect expressions of God -and that we are literally asleep to our True Nature. So it would be only logical to
say that the objective is to awaken us to our Divine Identity.
And upon awakening, each individual life begins to reflect a
new Reality. and as each "unit" of consciousness is reunited
with the Whole, the entire world is lifted up to a spiritual
dimension of love, joy and peace.
With this basic purpose in mind, we can see that the Plan
must include the elimination of fear, the dissolving of false
beliefs, and the erasing of karmic debts in each individual
soul. Thus. the Plan car1 also be viewed as a Teaching
Model - and since teaching implies lessons, we can understand the necessity of various learning experiences to help us
clean up and clear out consciousness. so that the Light can
dispel the darkness and indeed make all things new!
Your Lessons to Learn
In the implementation of the Plan for your individual life.
you have the opportunity to choose, between incarnations,
those experiences and conditions that will help you in your
spiritual growth. Each experience is a lesson, and each lesson
learned will awaken certain spiritual qualities that are a part
of your true nature. This is all contained in your Book of Life.
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This Book, which is your individual Akashic Record, shows
your existence as a Spiritual Being, the slipping into the
dream state, your miscreations and the karmic effect. the
series of lessons undertaken to eliminate karma and awaken
to Truth, and the record of your journey thus far. Prior to
each incarnation, your Book is reviewed for you, and you
choose the lessons for your next lifetime in physical form.
What are your lessons to learn in this particular incarnation? Through meditation on this question, the answers will
be revealed to you from within. You can also look without at
the karmic wheel of your life for the answer. Visualize a large
Ferris wheel with each compartment filled with human experiences. As the giant wheel rotates, see the lowest compartment, the one closest to the ground, tip over and release
certain conditions and experiences in your life, and then
move on. If you will analyze your life, you will find that as
your karmic wheel makes its rotation, it will usually discharge
conditions and circumstances of a similar nature. For example. you may have faced financial problems, found a way to
overcome them, only to be troubled with additional experiences of lack as the wheel comes back around again. Or perhaps it's relationship or health problems that seem to be
cyclical in nature in your life.
Take time now to review your life-going back as far as you
can remember. Make a list of the more traumatic
experiences- those of a highly charged negative nature. Note
the approximate year and the general circumstances involved
in each one. Do not be concerned about drawing negative
energy into your consciousness by bringing each experience
back into your mind. They are all still there, all securely
deposited in the appropriate container on your wheel, so
bring them out on paper in the first section of your Journal
and take a close look at them.
A iittle memory jogging may help you. Think on this question: "What has been the major manifest problem in my
life?" Consider:
Personal relationships
Job and career fulfillment
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Physical well-being and health
Financial abundance and security
Safety and protection
Cooperation and assistance from others
Add other conditions and circumstances that have been
expressed in your life as negative experiences
You may want to rate yourself on a scale of 1 to 10 in these
areas to give you an idea of just where you are in consciousness. Again, I want you to identify what you consider to be
the major 7~zanzft'stproblem in your life-where you experience periodic challenges.
Now for the second part in the "life-scan" of lessons to be
learned, answer this question: "What do I fear the most in
my life?" Is it the fear of being lonely? A fear of failure? A
fear of lack? A fear of disease? Name your fears and write
them down, and the objective in doing this is to see if your
fears tie in with the major manifest problems in your life. It
may take a bit of analysis on your part, but it will be well
worth the time and effort.
For the third part of the life-scan of lessons to be learned,
answer this question: "What d o I consider the major flaws in
my human consciousness?" You may want to consider one or
more of the following:
Selfishness
Jealousy
Resentment toward others
Dishonesty
Inertia
Spiritual pride
The inability to express love
An inability to receive
An inability to give
Feelings of unworthiness
Pos~essiveness
Feelings of superiority or inferiority
Cynicism
Anger
Other-(continue with your own personal evaluation of
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your consciousness)
Now let's put it all together and answer this final question:
"In looking at the manifest problems that keep recurring . . .
in examining my major fears . . . and after taking inventory
of the major flaws in my human consciousness . . . what are
the lessons I must learn in this incarnation in order to move
fully into spiritual consciousness?"
Let me give you an example of what one particular answer
might be: "I see that my major karmic load in this incarnation has been one of relationships and the inability to relate
to others in a loving and meaningful way. This ties in perfectly with my great fear of being alone, particularly in my
later years in life. And as a result, I am possessive in my relationships, frequently jealous for no apparent reason, and
filled with self-doubt and a lack of self-worth when the relationship falls apart."
So what is the lesson this individual has to learn? It is the
lesson of Love . . . loving Self and others UNCONDITIONALLY . . . unconditional love with no strings attached.
In this particular case, the lesson to be learned was obvious, but in many others, it's not. So when it just doesn't
stand out in lights, you may have to go back and trace the
root cause of the condition. For example, do the physical
problems seem to always occur during or following a financial
crisis? Did the string of broken relationships result in job dissatisfaction and unfulfillment in your career? Many people
can track a problem back to one particular vulnerability, and
in a great number of cases, it has been a problem related to
financial lack. One Quartus member discovered in his lifescan that most of the crises situations during his adult years
could be traced to financial insufficiency. In almost every
instance relating to career unfulfillment or physical ailments,
the root cause was concern about money. So he knew what he
had to learn in this lifetime-once and for all: the laws of
spiritual abundance.
Like the individual with the relationship problem, your list
may reveal negative experiences all grouped under one heading. Perhaps it's health. If other problems seem to be only
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side-effects of this major challenge, then you know that you
chose to realize God as your Life and the Perfection of your
body in this incarnation. Or there may be a record of continuous dissatisfaction with the jobs you've had and with your
career in general. This discontent could be a signal that your
purpose in this lifetime is to find your true place - that Circle
of Light where your Divine Plan can be expressed most effectively. Whatever the common pattern of less-than-desirable
circumstances may be, now is the time to do something about
it. If you wait, you will simply have to go through the same
thing all over again, and you will be delaying your participation as a co-creator in fulfilling the Divine Plan.
Another point to consider: Every negative experience or
pattern on your karmic wheel is directly related to your concept of your own self-worth. What you really believe about
your own worthiness is externalized in your life and affairs. If
you feel unworthy in any area of your life, you have added a
burden to your soul in the form of a karmic debt, and it
must, by law, be outpictured in your affairs. When you begin
to equate your worthiness with God's worthiness, realizing
that you are an Individualization of the Creator of this Universe, the debts are paid and you are free. When you know
yourself. you will have mastered your lessons, so think about
the idea that you are living right now. Do you see yourself as
the Christ of God, God in individual expression? If not, do
not waste another moment living the idea that you are just a
"human being."
Take the idea that God is individualized as
you and let your thoughts flow from that state of consciousness. Let your emotional nature feel according to that Truth.
Let your words reflect the totally unlimited Being that you
are, and let your actions be based on the Truth that you are
Omnipotence made Manifest! When you live the Idea that
you are the Christ of God, the law will create everything in
your life to reflect that Idea . . . abundance, love, bodily perfection, true place success, great joy, total peace, wisdom,
faith, deep understanding, power, perfect order, enthusiasm,
beauty, and the kind of livingness that was planned for you in
the beginning.
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Cutting the cord
What about karmic links of a negative nature to another
person? These were obviously created in the past through
resentment, hostility and fear, and you may have drawn these
people back into your life so that you could learn the lesson
of forgiveness. If you work daily and diligently with cleansing
meditations, forgiving the past and asking the Spirit within
to eliminate all error patterns and negative emotions, the
remnants of those karmic links will be dissolved. But if you
continue to plant seeds of condemnation and unforgiveness.
you will be canceling out the releasing action and maintaining the status quo.
One way to cooperate with Spirit is to cut the psychic links
that bind you to the other person. Just imagine that there is
an energy cord (and there really is) between you and the particular individual. You are literally "linked up" - tied
together- by a cord of negative energy attached to the solar
plexus of both parties. You must want to cut that cord, and
you must take the action to d o it! Take an imaginary pair of
scissors in your hand and cut the cord now. See it snap-feel
it break. Your consciousness will instantly respond to this
mental-emotional action, but you must see the cord break in
your mind's eye. Once it is severed, begin to pour out all the
unconditional love you can feel and send it to the other person. Helshe has been released from you and has been moved
out of your energy field to experience only the highest good.
The attachment has been severed for the good of all concerned, and both of you are free. Now you can love unconditionally, with no strings attached.
You are not here to suffer
The Divine Plan for you does not have a special section on
suffering. While the law of cause and effect is unequivocal, a
lesson does not have to be a traumatic experience-unless
you choose for it to be. You are not here to endure hardships
as far as the Will of God is concerned. You are here to meet
your challenges joyfully and lovingly by transmuting all negative energies in the experience or condition. If you are not
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doing that, you are not fulfilling your part of the Plan. You
have the power to eliminate every negative condition in your
life, and you have the power to keep your life on the right
track as you evolve spiritually to Christhood. Many people
think that a karmic pattern of illness means that they must
experience a debilitating disease, be wracked with pain, and
undergo untold suffering in order to "pay for their sins" and
be free of the burden. That's absolute nonsense! If you had
known when you first began to experience ill health that it
was nothing more than an illusion calling for your attention,
simply an outpicturing of a faulty belief system and negative
emotions, you could have retired to your quiet place with
these kind of thoughts
in your mind:
Obviously this is a signal that there is a misconception and
a misunderstanding in my mind regarding the perfection
of my body. 1 am glad that this has surfaced now so that I
can eliminate these error patterns once and for all. I know
that I don't have to be sick to burn away these patterns. I
don't have to suffer or experience pain for the old tapes to
be erased. I simply have to recognize them for what they
are and rise above them in consciousness. 1 need only to
touch the hem of the garment of my Higher Self and I am
totally healed, and the permanence of the healing depends
on how I choose to think and feel and act from this
moment on. By being aware of the reason for my illness, I
can now rake the lesson and pass the test. With this understanding, I choose to break the karmic wheel by realizing
that God is my health, God is my life, and God is eternally
being me! Therefore, it is impossible for me to suffer ill
health. I can only enjoy radiant perfection and abundant
well-being.
You would continue to meditate daily on your Oneness with
God, forgiving everyone and everything, loving all unconditionally, choosing to express only the radiant Perfection of
your Christ Self, constantly accepting your wholeness in mind
and body, and living each day with a sense of having a body
fashioned after the Perfect Pattern in God-Mind. The result?
Sickness would soon be so foreign to you that it would not
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even be a part of your consciousness. And the same would
hold true for finances, personal relationships, career fulfillment, and every other aspect of your I ~ f e A
. "lesson" is simply
a calling for forgiveness and a correction in mind.
Lessons you have already learned
Karma is the law of cause and effect, which means that it
does not always have a negative connotation. In your many
lives, including the present one, you have also sown good
thoughts, words and deeds, and you are reaping the effect of
that good work. So take an inventory of your life now to discover the lessons that you have already mastered.
You may realize that you've hardly been sick in your entire
life, or that relationship problems have been few and far
between, or that you have always had plenty of money to d o
whatever you wanted to do. Perhaps you are deeply contented with your career, and feel that you have achieved a
level of success that provides fulfillment in your life. We
should never look at what's wrong in our evaluations without
first looking at what's right, and in doing so, we will usually
find that the positive outweighs the negative.
Pause for a few minutes now and start the second section in
your Divine Plan Journal. Take a review of your life and write
down the beautiful highlights. From the vantage point of lessons learned, you may find that you are closer to the mountaintop than you thought. Ask yourself: What's right with
me? What are the positives in my life? Where d o I feel complete and whole?
Think about your ability to give and receive, your integrity,
your evolving consciousness, your beautiful love nature . . .
WHAT'S RIGHT WITH YOU?
Your Gifts a n d Talents
Under the law of compensation, for every lesson to be
learned in a lifetime, there is also a gift to share with othersa talent for you to utilize in helping other souls master their
challenges, learn their lessons, and awaken to the Truth.
These gifts, talents, or characteristics of consciousness may be
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related in part to positive seeds sown in the past, i.e. "good"
karma. And they must be used in the service of others if you
are to receive the full benefit. As you work with your consciousness to rise above the challenges representing your karmic debts, if you will simultaneously use your gifts to the
fullest in the service of others, the combination of the learning and the serving will so greatly accelerate your progress
that you will be lifetimes ahead in your spiritual evolution.
And based on where you are in consciousness, the learningserving action in this incarnation could quickly reveal to you a
literal heaven on earth!
The gifts represent the third section in your Journal, and
one way to discover them is to ask yourself: "What have I
always wanted to do or be? What is my heart's desire? Where
are my interests? What do I enjoy doing the most?" Spend
several days contemplating these questions, and the answers
will begin to flow into your mind. Be sure to go back to your
childhood and come f o r w a r d remembering all those yearnings you've had. Write them down and see where the common denominator is. You'll find it. It may be something that
you would discount or overlook because you could not see it
as a means of supporting yourself in a job or a career. Or it
may be difficult for you to equate a particular heart's desire
with a talent or gift. For example, if you have always had the
urge to travel and see faraway lands, you may think of this as
something you will d o after you retire, or in your later years as
strictly a leisure activity. But this may not be what Spirit has
in Mind. The desire to travel may be due to the "connection"
you feel for people of different backgrounds and cultures and through the gifts of love and understanding. along with
respect, admiration and a sense of brotherhood you feel, you
will do your part in healing the sense of separation. Perhaps
the urge to travel will be the stimulus that will cause you to
investigate the travel industry, which will lead to a career
opportunity, which will set the stage for future trips abroad
where you will fully utilize your talents in the service of God
and mankind.
Based on the above example, you can see that it will be
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necessary to evaluate your heart's desire and see what the purpose behind it may be- because the gift is not always obvious. Or, you may be fully cognizant of your gift, but not
know what to do with it. For greater understanding of your
gift and how to use it, follow this exercise for seven days:
Each morning, immediately upon awakening, ask yourself:
"What do I intuitively feel my greatest strength to be? What
do I intuitively feel my special gift or talent is?" As you ask
each question, write down the immediate thought that
comes to mind. Do not stop to analyze or evaluate the
answer- just write what comes to you. Ask the two questions
and write down the answers. Once that is done, ask yourself
one final question: "What do I intuitively feel my Higher
Self wants me to do with these special attributes?" Again, put
on paper the immediate response. Continue the process each
day for seven days, not missing one single day. You will find
that the answers for the first three days will be colored
somwhat by your ego, but by the fourth day you will have
broken through to a higher realm of consciousness and the
answers will pour forth with greater clarity.
What are some examples of gifts
and talents? How about
love, joy and the ability to see something good in everything?
Also think about wisdom and understanding, and the use of
these gifts to help others move through a difficult time. Consider the ability to work with children in a variety of capacities, having a s.ense of humor and making others.laugh: and
the ability to create order out of chaos through proper organization. There are musical talents, using the voice and playing
various instruments. And the ability to act and create a role
so real that the audience loses all sense of time and space.
And what about cooking? My mother pours so much love
into the preparation of food that she could make a rock taste
good. ~ h i n kabout the ability to make something with your
hands, capture beauty in a photograph, paint a picture, write
a storv or a poem, or teach someone-whether in a classroom
or not.
There are so many additional gifts, and we have the potential to possess all of them- but certain ones are more pro-
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nounced in each individual consciousness. So find your gift your talent-and polish it to perfection by using it to make
this a better world.
Your Life Program
Your Life Program -the fourth section in your Journal -is
all that you can desire . . . all that you can see with your
uplifted vision. The Life Program of your Divine Plan is the
abundant livingness that the Father has for you now!
Remember that the word "desire" means "from the Father" so all that you desire for the life more abundant-the life
more creative- the life more fulfilling- the life more loving
- the life more beautiful - the life more perfect - all of this
is Spirit knocking on the door of your consciousness saying"It's all yours now! All that I a m , you are, and all that I have
is yours now. Take it! Love it! Enjoy it! This is my Divine Plan
for you!"
Start writing your Life Program this very day. What do you
want in life? I don't mean just making a list or a treasure
map. Lists and treasure maps are fine for the manifestation of
things, but we're talking about a Life Program of EXPERIENCES now . . . and the experiences will include the things!
This is your opportunity for you to write the greatest drama
ever written-and it will be for you because it will be the
drama of your life. At the top of the first page write: "I see
myself. . ." and then write what you see from the standpoint
of vour highest vision. The choice is totally yours . . . what
do you want to do and be and have? Drop all the can'ts, all
the inhibitions. Put yourself at the center of your world and
build around you.
As you begin to write your scenario, the first thing should
be how you see yourself spiritually. For example: "I see myself
as a spiritual being, as the very Christ of God. I am so conscious of the Christ Self within that I have become that SELF.
I live and move and have my being in Christ -as Christ -and
I am now the Master that I was created to be."
The second part of your script should be how you see the
world, and the view of yourself living in the world. "I see
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myself living in a world of perfect peace and harmony . . . in
a world filled with love and joy, where the sense of separation
from our Source is completely healed and mankind is now
living as Godkind."
Next, go back to the first section of your Journal and recall
the lessons you came in to learn-and write your script showing the mastery of these lessons. For example, if it was the
inability to enjoy a close, loving relationship with a soul
mate. you might write something like this:
"I see myself in a beautiful loving relationship . . . warm
and tender, yet stimulating and exciting. I see perfect unconditional love in action between the two of us, and it is so
beautiful. And I love the fun, the frolic and the gaiety that I
see in our relationship. We are so happy together." ~ ; i t ethe
scenes in detail . . . write the dialog between the two of you
. . . describe the activities with great feeling.
Now review the second section of your Journal and take a
close look at the good seeds that you have sown in the past
that are now being harvested. Remember that you've learned
these lessons, but you want to enhance your mastery of them
in this lifetime. So if you've enjoyed good health, do not
leave this attribute our of your Life Program. You may write:
"I see myself filled with zest and vitality . . . I see myself with
a magnificently healthy body in perfect order, where every
cell is in the image of the perfect pattern, and I am whole and
complete." The key is to put it into your own words . . .
words that reflect your highest vision and evoke the greatest
feelings of joy.
Then look at your gifts and talents and see where you can
find the deepest satisfaction in your life's work-whatever
that may be. We're talking about your True Place now, where
you see yourself doing what you've always wanted to do. And
don't say you're too old or too young or too uneducated or
too whatever. Throw away the excuses. Just write scenes showing you enjoying the greatest fulfillment of your eternal
life- and don't be concerned with the financial part of it, or
how you're going to make money doing what you really want
to do. That's a separate part of your plan, so see yourself now
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doing- what you have always wanted to do. Just write: "I see
myself . . ." and write what you see.
Once this is complete, you can phase in the abundance of
supply in your Life Program by seeing yourself as wealthy as
you want to be. "I see myself financially independent and
totally secure with a lavish abundance!" Don't be concerned
from where the money will come . . . that's none of your
business . . . just see yourself overflowing with abundance
and attracting bountiful prosperity from every direction, and
write what you see.
Develop the other scenes of your life as you see ideal and
perfect fulfillment, covering every desire, mastering every
challenge, learning every lesson, capitalizing on every
strength, using every gift and talent. and living life to the
absolute fullest. Don't worry about your writing style, your
punctuation, or perhaps your inability to create vivid and
dramatic scenes. You're not writing for publication. You're
writing for you! If you want to make changes in the script
later, that's fine- because it's your Life Program. The main
thing you want to d o now is to set the direction of your life
according to your greatest desires and your highest vision.
Remember, as we see ourselves, so we tend to become!
I see myself energetic, inspired and enthusiastic! I see
myself loving and loved, unconditionally! I see myself
poised, confident, and filled with the power of absolute
faith! I see myself as whole and complete, with an allsufficiency of all things! I see myself with perfect judgement and as Divine Wisdom in action! I see myself as
strong, mighty and power-ful! I see myself as eternal Life
in perfect expression! I see myself joyous, happy and
delighted to be me! I see myself enjoying the Good Will of
God every single day! I see myself with perfect understanding! I see myself as the Light of the world! I see myself as
God being me!
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Bringing Your Life Program Into Visibility
After you have written your Life Program in detailmaking sure that the scenes and visions evoke great love.
great joy and excitement - go to a quiet place, sit up straight,
and take several deep breaths as you focus on the Love Center
in your heart. Stir up that feeling of love until you feel its
magnificent vibration, then re2d your Life Program to your
deeper mind with great feeling. Read the program either
silently or aloud, whichever way stirs u p the greatest emotion
in you. "I see myself. . ." Read it with overflowing love. "1
see myself. . ." Read it with joyful tears. "I see myself . . ."
Read it with power and strength. "I see myself. . ." Read it
with great happiness. Read each word with feeling, and lovingly contemplate the scenes that come into your mind. l j k e
as long as necessary to establish, register and impress your
deeper-than-conscious level of mind with the details of your
Life Program.
Once you d o this, you have the pattern, the mental equivalent, the mold for your Life Program-and it will remain
etched in your deeper consciousr~essunless you change the
pattern. And this is why it is wise to read your Life Program
to yourself each day until the manifestation occurs.
After the pattern is established it is up to the Power, the
Substance, the Creative Energy of Spirit to give it form and
experience. And while Infinite Mind is going to be the primary Actor on stage now, you still have a vital role to play in
the co-creation, as follows:
I . First, remember who you are. The Reality of you is pure
Spirit, the very Christ of God, the Lord-God-Self that you are
in Truth.
2 . Secondly, understand that the Life Program you create in
your mind and write in words is not your conception. I t is
from your Higher Self; it's how your God-Self wants to
express in your world. So you can relax, knowing that you
don't have to make anything happen. All you have to do is
take the blueprint into consciousness to establish the pattern.
3. Thirdly, the creating-creative Energy of that Infinite
Mind within you is the substance of every form and experi-
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ence of your Life Program. That radiant energy - that overflowing substance-is forever pouring, radiating from the
Supermind within - right through your consciousness and
out into the physical world to become all that you desire. As
it moves through the pattern of your Life Program, the
energy takes on the attributes of the program and begins to
materialize them by changing its rate of vibration.
4. The fourth point in the co-creation activity: If you keep
your focus on the forms of your Life Program, your mind will
tell you after a time that there is not enough opportunities to
meet the right mate, not enough money to accomplish your
goals, not enough contacts to find your true place, not
enough physical well-being to meet your objectives, not
enough time to d o all that you want to d o , not enough wisdom to know what to d o and when, not enough cooperation
from others. not enough of whatever.
And the reason is because your mind will be vibrating at
too low a level . . . your mental vibrations will have dropped
so low that the manifestation cannot be completed. This is
why you must keep your mind on the spiritual I AM within,
knowing that God is t h e very substance of your Life Program
and the very activity of your Life Program. And since there is
never any lack of substance of God or the activity of G o d ,
there cannot be any obstacles to the fulfillment of your program.
In other words, there is always plenty of God! When your
mind begins to understand the true meaning of omnipresence, it begins to vibrate to a consciousness of plenty, and
that high vibration is the one that will bring your Life Program into visibility. You must understand that your program,
which will come forth into visibility as form and experience,
will be an effect of your consciousness. And you know that
when you concentrate on the effect, you are forgetting the
Cause, and when you d o that, you are shutting down the
power. You must look to G o d , Spirit, Substance alone as THE
Source of your Life Program and take your mind completely
off the outer world.
In essence, when you concentrate on the effects of your
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world, you are lowering the vibration of your consciousness,
and the lower the vibration, the more difficult it is for your
good to come forth into manifestation. But when you concentrate on the Spirit-Substance of the Great I AM within
you, you are raising the vibrat~on of your consciousness.
Think on this: While your mind could possibly conceive of a
1imita:ion of the form, it certainly could not possibly conceive of any limitation in Spirit!
Do you see now what your role in the scheme of things is?
As a co-creator. you . . .
1. Take your heart's desires that Spirit has given you and
write the scenario for your life according to your highest
vision. The Life Program of your Divine Plan is what you
really want to do and be and have in your life!
2 . You give this Life Program to your consciousness with
great feeling and joyful emotion so that the perfect pattern
can be developed.
3. You read the program daily to protect the pattern.
4. At all other times you maintain the highest possible
vibration by keeping your mind on the idea that Spirit is
Omnipresent, that Spirit is appearing as your Life Program,
that there is always plenty of Spirit; therefore, there can be
no limitations involving your Life Program.
Soak and saturate yourself with the ~ d e aof PLENTY, and
the vibration of PLENTY will manifest in your affairs . . .
plenty of love, plenty of health. plenty of true place opportunities, plenty of money, plenty of time, plenty of wisdom,
plenty of fun, plenty of peace, plenty of joy, plenty of vitality,
plenty of inspiration. PLENTY-PLENTY-PLENTY!

The Divine Plan and True Place
By way of summarizing the concept of the Divine Planand to give you a broader perspective of the relationship of
True Place within the Plan - let's see whatlason Andrews' has
to say on the subject.
lasori Andrew.; 1 5 rhe name used to identify an evolved Soul quored ar lengrh In
~ h a ~ t Three
e r of The Supt,rberng~
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Andrews: "Each man, each woman, came into physical
form with a purpose, a mission. Consider people living now
in America, the European countries, Russia, the Far East,
throughout the world.
"Regardless of what you may call their lot in life, each was
granted entrance into the manifest world to express a particular idea, faculty, a certain level of consciousness if you will.
"Never forget the uniqueness of each individual. No two
are alike. Take away the mask of human identity, move past
the gaze
of awareness that is fastened to the illusionary world,
progress on through the cave of memory and you begin to see
the soft rays of a light. The closer you approach the light, the
brighter is seems. This is the Light of Reality, the point where
the Universal is forever becoming the Individual. It is the
pressing out of God-Mind into a particular MANifestation.
Here, in this secret place of the Superconsciousness, is where
Uniqueness is born. God never creates identically.
"At the time of the separation when man fell away from
spiritual consciousness - referring to 'time' figuratively, God
etched deeply in each Soul a Divine Plan for reuniting Sonship and reestablishing the Brotherhood of Man under the
Fatherhood of G o d . You may say that there is a Master Plan,
and that each individual plan is some part of the whole, and
true place symbolizes the outer expression of that inner plan.
Would you not agree that true place is the special and specific
activity of each individual in showing his brothers the way of
At-One-Ment? Can you not see that true place is how and
where you spread spiritual Light?
"The sharing of spiritual understanding is the cornerstone
of true place, but included in the 'structure' is life itself: the
right work, right relationships, a peaceful mind and joyful
heart, and a splendid feeling of fulfillment. The Divine Plan
etched in your Soul is indispensable to the whole, to the universe, for there could not be Completeness without it, without you, without each individual man and woman. ALL parts
are indispensable to the whole, therefore, every Soul is
equally important to G o d , for His Idea of the Son cannot be
complete without the participating unity of all the parts.
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"Can you see now that the drunk in the gutter is as important in God's eyes as the ruler of a nation? There is no such
thing as a 'lost soul'-for every Soul is a Page in the Master
Plan.
"True Place is how and where you are expressing the Divine
Plan for your eternal life. True Place is the effect; the Plan is
the cause. Pick a stranger out of the crowd. Think how special
he is. Within his Soul is a link in a universal chain of Brotherhood, of Sonship, and without that particular individual.
that particular link, God's perfect Idea of Himself would not
be complete.
"The link represents the individual's Divine Plan. If we
could go within his consciousness to read his Plan, we would
see a particular gift, a special talent, for providing a useful
service to others. He may not have discovered this talent as
yet, but it is there. There is also a magnetic force that if followed, will lead him to the geographical location on Earth
where his talent may be used most effectively. This same force
will also attract the right people into his life. The Idea of dedicating his life to the love of God and his fellow man is there,
along with infinite opportunities to give and share spiritual
understanding through his thoughts, words and deeds. Written in the Plan is the instruction to put more into the world
than he takes out . . . to be a giver rather than a taker in consciousness. He will find the Idea that his abundance is not
dependent on persons or conditions, and wholeness of body
is ~ncludedas the perfect body Idea.
"As the Divine Plan comes forth to manifest as true place,
he will find great fulfillment in his life's work, and will meet
his responsibilities with joy and enthusiasm. The Golden
Rule will be practiced in all his relationships, and order and
harmony will be evident in every area of his life. He will feel
complete, whole, total . . . spiritually, emotionally, mentally,
physically. And his world will reflect this perfect balance.
"Your true place is the activity of livingness! If you cannot
feel this activity taking place in your life, you must take an
inventory of consciousness. To d o this, look at your world.
Look at your life. If it is not whole and complete, you are out
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of alignment with your Divine Plan. You are not on the
mark. To be on the mark, you must be in your place in the
universe. If you are off themark, you are out of place.
"Also take inventory from within. What is your most compelling desire in your work life? Has there been an inner urging. a yearning of the heart for a change? D o not resist
change. At the same time, use discernment, good judgement. Follow the calling but use wisdom. God has charted
the course and He will lead you across the river of change at
the shallow point. Or He may push you off into deep water,
but will support you safely across, protecting you from the
currents of race mind fears. Simply follow the inner guidance, your intuition, with confidence and peace.
"Yes, a person may feel out of place in a particular job, or
in a particular community. If the discontent persists, meaning that it is not merely a mood or whim. he is being alerted
to listen within. But the guidance, the instructions, must
always be received in a consciousness of love. Otherwise the
guidance may be misinterpreted and he may take action prematurely. He must love from the heart, pouring out the
energy of love to all without exception. Love will open the
divine channel of communication by dissolving the fear that
had clogged it. Without a consciousness of love, a person will
not find true place.
"ln his consciousness of love he must follow the inner guidance to the letter, not analyzing- the instructions, just following them. Take action! If he waits to evaluate and
procrastinates, the entire chain of events that had been established for him will break apart. He will have missed the train,
so to speak, and while another will be forthcoming, why
should he wait for God's richest blessings?"
Question: What if a person does not know what he wants to
do-he just knows he doesn't like what he is doing?
Andrews: "It doesn't matter what he wants to d o . ~ i Gods
Self knows what He wants to do, and that is all that is important. An individual's Divine Plan, expressing as true place, is
a part of the WHOLE Plan to heal the separation. To reunite
the Consciousness of Sonship, each man and woman must be
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in a position to evolve in consciousness. To evolve in consciousness, one must be in proper alignment with the universe. The Spirit within you knows precisely where this Circle
of Light is, and will make the path straight before you. Even
more, He will take you there!
"The Circle of Light, the Divine Plan in expression, will
give you the opportunity to grow with ease. If you are outside
the Circle, you will grow with adversity. The choice is yours,
but you will evolve, one way or another, because the Light of
At-One-Ment cannot be held back.
"Your work life within the Circle may not be a job or career
as those words are commonly defined. But whatever your
role, assignment, responsibility may be, it will be an opportunity to use your particular talents in the service of others.
An individual may also feel that if he or she truly loves the
work that fulfills a heart's desire, the compensation for that
service may be below the level of financial freedom. Ask
yourself: Where is that person focusing his or her attention?
God is the only Source of supply, of abundance, but by looking at the job as the source, other channels will be closed. Just
remember this . . . the Divine Plan for each individual
includes successful service, abundant supply, ideal relationships, and radiant health, all in a divine atmosphere of
peace, love, joy. fulfillment and freedom."
Question: What must we do, individually, to bring the
Divine Plan for our lives into manifestation?
Andrews: "Give more where you are. Dedicate yourself to the
job at hand, and meet each responsibility with joyful enthusiasm. Throw yourself into life by serving God and your fellowman to the very best of your abilities. When you give
more, you love more, and the more you love, the more you
give. This is working with the Law, and never forget that the
activity of the Law depends on two commandments that Jesus
gave us . . . 'You shall love the Lord your God with all your
heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind. This is
the great and first commandment. And a second is like it.
You shall love your neighbor as yourself. O n these two commandments depend all the law and the prophets'.
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"Has it not occurred to you what the Divine Plan is? The
Divine Plan for your life is the Christ indwelling, your spiritual nature, your Superconsciousness, your LORD. You cannot
separate Mind from the activity of Mind. The Divine Ideas
representing the Plan for your life are in the thought realm of
your spiritual consciousness. This is the Christ of you seeing
Himself in expression! When you put on Christ through the
love of Christ and your fellowman, your neighbor, you are
embodying the expression. When you realize your true Identity, that Identity manifests Itself through you as your true
place.
"It is impossible to be 'in place' spiritually and be out of
place in your world. You cannot be spiritually rich and materially poor. You cannot be spiritually well and suffer ill
health. You cannot be the Love of Spirit in expression and
experience inharmonious relationships.
"The answer? The Light of God within you, your True Self,
is the answer. Touch that through daily prayer and meditation. Affirm with faith and feeling that Christ in you is now
made manifest in your heart, in your mind, in your body, in
your affairs. Speak the word that you are now in your true
place according to the Divine Plan that has been lovingly created especially for you.
"In a consciousness of love, work with the Law, and easily
and beautifully you will be led to the Circle of Light where
your Kingdom is now in expression on Earth, as it is in
Heaven ."
The Mission Defined
From Part I, we see that the world consciousness is quickly
moving toward critical mass. Will the subsequent chain reaction be spiritual or mortal, positive or negative? It all
depends on each one of us. By being a part of the Planetary
Commission and doing whatever is necessary to change our
individual consciousness, we will begin to break u p some of
the dark pockets of negative energy in the race mind. And
through our collective efforts on December 31, we can literally turn on the Light of the World, dissolve the darkness,
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and begin the New Age of spirituality on Planet Earth.
Since what we are seeing today is the accumulation of our
past, we have gone back into time to examine the ancient
records and have traced our path from the descent into mortal consciousness to the present time. Now we can close the
doors to all that is behind us, release through love and forgiveness all that has been, and co-create the future according
to the Divine Plan.
From around the globe, the Light Bearers are gathering for
this mission. In order for you to be a dynamic, active participant, you must understand your Master Plan for this particular incarnation. By now you have begun to recognize why you
are here, and the work t h i t you must do individually to
retrain your mind and recondition your consciousness. The
full scope of your Divine Plan is now coming into view, and
you are eager to step out on the stage of this world as the master you were created to be.
This leads us to Part I1 of this book- The Commi~sion
Worhbooh for Self-Mastery. Rather than select those chapters
that relate to your primary challenge, it is suggested that you
first read Part I1 in its entirety, then start over again and
spend as much time as necessary with each chapter until you
feel an inner acknowledgement of understanding, a subjective comprehension of the ideas presented. Then begin to
practice and live the principles in your daily life. And
remember . . . no other "human" can show you a short-cut to
the mountaintop. There can only be one Guide, one Teacher,
one Master in your life . . . and that is the Divine Reality
within you, your Spiritual Self. The writings in Part I1 are
simply to help you rediscover your Self, and to realize that
Self as the fulfillment of every desire, the answer to every
need, and the solution to every problem.

